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A

lthough the world is only about two years into the 5G era,
the communications industry is already looking at what
technologies will come next. The desire to always move
ahead is already making the next generation in telecom, 6G,
a hot topic. Many research papers have been published,
numerous physical and virtual events have been held, and
several organisations exploring pathways to 6G have been set
up in different parts of the world.
Given this high level of interest, Telecoms.com Intelligence,
in collaboration with IEEE, recently conducted a survey of
telecoms professionals to get their views on the engineering
challenges posed by 6G. More than 200 industry experts
responded to and completed the survey. This report presents
the results of the survey along with our analyses. The survey
is specific to engineering challenges, with our analyses based
on responses from those working in engineering and other
technology functions.
More specifically, of respondents working in technology
functions, 33% were engineers and developers, and 27% were
in technology and IT management (CTO, CIO, Director of IT,
etc.). The rest worked in network operations, research and
analysis, and other technology and IT operations.
When it came to the type of organisations the respondents
worked for, mobile network operators (including MVNOs,
or mobile virtual network operators) were the most highly
represented at 29% of the total. They were followed by system
integrators and consultancies (21%), hardware and software
vendors (14%), and fixed and cable operators (13%).
Survey respondents were well distributed geographically,
with more than eight out of 10 based in Europe (34%), North
America (24%), and Asia and Asia Pacific (23%). Those three
regions are home to the vast majority of the world’s live 5G
networks, giving respondents a good foundation to project the
future of 6G.

Expectations and Challenges

Figure 1: 5G vs. 6G: How Different Overall?

Although technology research and engineering exploration
into the details of 6G are still at an early stage, consensus is
forming around key technical premises. They include:

To compare with 5G, how differently will 6G likely be?

● 6
 G communication will move to higher-frequency bands,
from mmWave (millimeter wave) all the way up to THz
(Terahertz).

When it comes to commercialisation, the biggest group of
survey respondents, 44%, predicted that the first commercial
6G service will go live by 2028, giving it an eight-year
generational cycle. However, 39% of the respondents foresaw
a 10-year cycle, expecting the first commercial service to go
live by 2030.
Figure 2a: When Will 6G Start?
When do you expect standardization bodies (e.g. IEEE, 3GPP, ITU-T)
to start their work on 6G standards?

● 6
 G networks will upgrade from conventional cell
structures to cell-free structures, including the so-called
mMIMO (multi-user MIMO, or multiple-input multipleoutput, technology).
● 6
 G will spur the creation of a new smart-radio
environment with newly developed intelligent reflecting
surfaces.
Questions in this survey were built around these premises
and covered additional domains that are closely linked to
engineering challenges associated with 6G.

49%	
6G will likely provide incremental improvement on all
dimensions over what 5G can offer

At the outset, survey participants were asked to share their
expectations of how different 6G will likely be compared with
5G (see Figure 1). Half of all respondents believed 6G will
likely provide incremental improvement on all dimensions
over 5G, indicating a strong overall sentiment that 6G will
be more of an evolutionary rather than a revolutionary next
generation. A quarter of respondents were more bullish,
expecting the next generation of mobile technology to
offer fundamentally different solutions in selected domains.
Meanwhile, a significant number of survey participants (22%)
were less optimistic, estimating 6G will largely deliver what 5G
has promised but failed to deliver. A small minority (5%) did not
believe 6G will be very different from 5G.

25%	
In selected domains the next generation mobile
technology will offer fundamentally different solutions
22%	
6G will largely deliver what 5G has promised but failed
to deliver
5%

It won't differ too much from 5G

In the early years of mobile telecommunications, a generational
technology migration would take a decade, but the pace of
change may be quickening. For example, the first 5G networks
went live in 2019-2020, about eight years after 4G became
available. Yet at the same time, standardisation now takes
longer due to the increasing complexity of mobile networks
and use cases. Therefore, it is no surprise that, with regard to
when 6G is likely to materialise, participant views are varied
(see Figures 2a & 2b). Half of the respondents believed that
the standardisation bodies (such as IEEE, 3GPP, ITU-T) will start
working on 6G standards in the 2025-26 timeframe, while a
quarter estimated that standardisation work won’t start until
2027-28. A more optimistic group (21%) thought the process
will start very soon.

To compare these answers with responses to a similar
question we asked a year ago, the percentage of participants
believing that 6G will be fundamentally different has increased
slightly (up from 23% a year ago). The percentage of
respondents seeing 6G as an all-round incremental evolution
from 5G has more than doubled, while the share of doubters
of 6G has plummeted. It seems that the past year’s early
conceptualisation and research into 6G has instilled more
confidence among telecoms professionals.
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49%

Standardisation starting in 2025-26

26%

Standardisation starting in 2027-28

21% 	Standardisation will start very soon
5%

Standardisation won't start until the end of the decade
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Figure 2b: When Will 6G Start?
When do you expect to see the first 6G commercial services go live?

A Closer Look at
Engineering Challenges

Whether the switch to 6G will be evolutionary or revolutionary,
the industry needs to implement new technologies that
are not yet present in 5G. When asked to identify the most
fundamentally differentiating technology between 6G and
5G, respondents gave opinions that were fairly evenly
distributed (see Figure 3, below.) The biggest group, 39%,
selected radically different network architecture (such as cellfree massive MIMO or smart radio environment), while 31%
chose massively increased number of connected devices in
a geographic cube (the so-called Internet of Everything). That
was closely followed by the use of much higher frequencies
up to THz, chosen by 28% of respondents. One take-home
message from this response is that at this early stage of 6G
exploration, many questions remain open. The results also
suggest that to achieve the difference expected of 6G, no one
single new technology will suffice.

Radio networks will continue to be one of the key differences
between generations of mobile technology. This will be the
case between 5G and 6G. To enable the advanced use-cases
envisioned for 6G, researchers are working on a revolutionary
conversion of conventional cell-based radio networks to cellfree networks.
But developing cell-free networks is just one of the many
engineering challenges the industry will run into. When asked
to select the biggest engineering challenge to overcome
when designing the 6G radio network, 40% of respondents
chose the extremely high computing demand on CPUs in a
distributed cell-free massive MIMO network. This recognises
the incompatibility between the vastly increased number of
access points expected in 6G and the backhaul connections
to one or more CPUs. A third of respondents expected the
biggest engineering challenge to be a sub-optimal trade-off
between hardware complexity and the radiation performance
of an intelligent reflective meta-surface (which makes cellfree networks possible), while 22% said the biggest challenge
would lie in achieving scalable power control in cell-free
massive MIMO.

Figure 3: 5G vs. 6G: Biggest Technology Difference?
44%	First commercial service will go live by 2028 (eight years
after 5G went live)

What technology will be the most fundamental differentiator
between 6G and 5G?

39%	First commercial service will go live by 2030 (ten years
after 5G went live)
7%	Commercial services will go live well before the end of
the decade
9%

Another related engineering challenge will be signal
processing, with viewpoints more concentrated. Nearly six
out of 10 respondents (58%) believed the biggest signalprocessing challenge would come from the large number of
parameters to be processed in real-time as a consequence of
the scaling up of antennas, access points, users, and devices.
Meanwhile, close to three out of 10 respondents (28%) saw
the biggest signal-processing challenge as being the ultra-low
latency requirements for substantially shortened transmission
intervals.

Commercial services won't go live until early 2030s

When asked to name the industries in which 6G is most likely
to deliver the biggest changes, just over half (51%) of the
respondents said 6G is likely to enable budding technologies
to develop into new industry sectors, such as human-machine
interaction, while 28% thought 6G’s role as a change agent lies
in enhancing new industries, such as the Internet of Things (IoT)
and robotics. A minority of respondents, 13% of them, predicted
6G would play a transformational role for traditional industries
such as manufacturing and transportation.

Moving from radio networks to the overall network
architecture, the theme of “RAN-Core Convergence” (RAN
standing for radio access network) is appearing more often
in 6G technology and engineering discussions. When asked
to identify the main drivers behind the trend (see Figure 4),
participants gave rather varied views. Though the biggest
group (39%) believed the trend would primarily be driven
by the need to move the core closer to RAN for low latency
service, a sizeable number of respondents (28%) saw the main

39%	Radically different network architecture, e.g. cell-free
massive MIMO, smart radio environment
31%	Massively increased number of connected devices in a
geographic cube, the so-called Internet of Everything
28%

Use of much higher frequencies up to THz

3%

Other
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driver as the need to make the RAN more centralised towards
the cloud. A significant minority (21%) thought the convergence
would only be needed in special use cases, such as hyperspecialised network slicing.
Figure 4: What About RAN-core convergence?
How do you see the trend to RAN-core convergence in 6G?

39%	RAN-core convergence is primarily driven by the need to
move the core closer to RAN for low latency service
28%	RAN-core convergence is primarily driven by the need to
make the RAN more centralised towards the cloud
21%	RAN-core convergence is more prominent in special use
cases, e.g. hyper specialised network slicing
12%	The trend to RAN-core convergence is being
exaggerated
With 6G communication set to move to higher frequency
bands, including THz, the industry needs to consider both the
challenges in radio-signal propagation and the impact that the
super-high radio frequencies will have on materials traditionally
used, most obviously silicon. According to engineering experts,
transceiver design for frequencies at 100GHz and above
needs new thought, putting “Beyond Silicon” on the research
agenda of many high-level technologists who are examining
different replacement candidates.
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The survey asked our respondents to evaluate the options
that could potentially replace silicon. See Figure 5, below:
The responses were well distributed. Although graphene and
“other alternative materials” each garnered around one-quarter
of the votes, the largest group (38%) believed that silicon is
here to stay and that instead, new integrated-circuit (IC) design
technology is needed.
This echoes the view shared earlier by Marcus Weldon, then
Nokia CTO and until recently President of Bell Labs, who said
the standard CMOS technology for chips today cannot be used
in transmissions above 95 GHz, and thus a new integratedcircuit logic needs to be developed for communication at such
high frequencies. Once again, the varied responses indicate
that now and going forward, there is and will be much debate
and experimentation on some of the foundational topics in 6G
technology.
Figure 5: What comes after silicon?
Which of the following is the most promising replacement for silicon
when communication moves to THz frequency bands?

Designing Customer Devices
for 6G

Figure 6: Challenges For Customer Devices
What will be the biggest challenge when developing 6G customer
devices (e.g. smartphones, CPEs)?

When the industry shifts its attention from 6G networks per se
to customers, it foresees new challenges in making customer
devices, such as the full array of smart devices, compatible
with the new network environment and new use-case
scenarios. Per Figure 6, the largest group of the respondents
(37%) said the lack of breakthrough battery technologies will be
the biggest challenge in supporting high-power-consumption
devices. This topic is not exactly new but it is under-discussed
in the industry. Before 3G was launched, industry experts
warned that then-current batteries would not last as long as
before. Yet, remarkably, customers have adapted, accepting
one charge a day instead of one charge a week. However,
if the battery on a 6G mobile device lasts only a few hours
because of the heavy computational demands (both on the
device and through network interaction), there could be a
serious usability problem.

37%	Lack of breakthrough in battery technologies to support
high power-consuming devices

Slightly more than a quarter of respondents (28%) expect
that developing new communication technologies for a cellfree decentralised network architecture will be the biggest
challenge. And slightly less than one quarter of respondents
(23%) thought the biggest challenge will be mastering new
wireless technologies on higher-frequency bands.

28%	New communication technologies in cell-free
decentralised network architecture

38%	Silicon will be here to stay; we just need new integrated
circuit logic to replace CMOS technology
24%

Other alternative materials

23%

Graphene

9%

Glass interposers

6%

Other
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23%

New wireless technologies on higher frequency bands

11%

New semiconductor technologies

2%

Other

Multiple Channels,
Strong Consensus

It is beyond the scope of this survey, or indeed any single
publication, to address all the engineering challenges the
telecoms industry may encounter when developing 6G.
Instead, this report aims to take the pulse of the industry and
stimulate further discussion.
It seems that telecoms experts also feel the need to get
information, news, and views from different sources. In
answering additional questions about their preferred
sources for the latest information on 6G and other emerging
technologies, 73% of our respondents chose technologynews websites and blogs. Meanwhile, over half the survey
participants said they would use conferences, trade shows and
other industry events to gather information. Despite the latter
preference, with COVID-19 still impacting large parts of the
world, many events have either been moved entirely to virtual
platforms or been conducted in a hybrid fashion. Finally, close
to half of all participants said that scholarly journals and trade
publications are also helpful sources of information.
Responses to the survey have made it clear to us that many in
the telecoms industry are already enthusiastic – and thoughtful
– about 6G. Although their views on many aspects of 6G
technology and development are varied and rightly so, we
can see that this survey confirms a strong consensus on the
technological premises on which 6G will be built.
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Sponsor’s Comment:

Bringing 5G into the 6G Era
Wireless connectivity has become such an integral part
of society that top industry players are already exploring
the path to mobile networking’s sixth generation. This
new survey by Telecoms.com Intelligence finds that
increased demand and the ongoing transformation of
cutting-edge technologies has given rise to challenges
beyond 5G’s capabilities.

come to fruition, significant improvements will need to
be made in mobile network architecture. According
to respondents, operators will need to increase
the adaptability of networks, enhance end-to-end
connectivity, embed devices in more locations, and
develop cell-free massive MIMO networks if they want
to enable the use cases envisioned for 6G.

Many believe 6G will raise the bar even higher,
bringing with it improved networking capacities, faster
speeds, and more connected devices, essentially
delivering what prior generations could not. According
to respondents, this also includes enabling budding
technologies to develop into new industry sectors, such
as human-machine interaction.

Telecom experts are already planning for improvements,
but much of the reality may depend on what industries
look like in 8-10 years. For now, it’s evident there’s a
seismic shift happening as 5G increases our need
for stronger communications and better use cases to
improve our lives.

While we’re only a couple years into the 5G revolution,
adopting 5G systems and solutions will bring 6G that
much closer to cities and countries across the globe.
The survey results indicate that for this technology to

3G brought us better voice quality, 4G succeeded in
giving us the smartphone revolution, and 5G enabled
even faster connectivity. Will 6G become our true
innovation platform?
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The IEEE Xplore Digital Library® is your gateway to trusted
research – journals, conferences, standards, ebooks, and
educational courses – with more than 5 million documents
to help you fuel imagination, build from previous research,
and inspire new ideas. To learn more about accessing IEEE's
highly-cited publications, visit innovate.ieee.org
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Appendix

Survey Data
Q2: In which region is your company located?
Africa
Asia/Asia Pacific

Q4: Please choose your Job Function from the list below:
5%
23%

Europe

34%

Middle East

6%

North America

24%

South America

8%

Engineer / Developer

33%

Technology and IT Management (CTO, CIO,
Director of IT)

27%

Network Operations

Q6: W
 hen do you expect standardisation bodies (e.g. IEEE, 3GPP, ITU-T)
to start their work on 6G standards?

Q8: In which industry sectors will 6G likely deliver the biggest change?

Standardisation starting in 2025-26

49%

Transforming traditional industries, e.g.
manufacturing, transport

13%

Standardisation starting in 2027-28

26%

Enhancing new industries, e.g. IoT, robotics

28%

14%

Standardisation will start very soon

21%

51%

Analyst / Research

18%

Standardisation won't start until the end of the
decade

5%

6G is likely to enable budding technologies
develop into new industry sectors, e.g.
human-machine interaction

Other Technology and IT Operations

8%

6G will play no more than a peripheral role in
any industrial revolutions of the future

8%

Q7: When do you expect to see the first 6G commercial services go live?
Q5: To compare with 5G, how different will 6G likely be?

Q3: Please select the type of company you work for:
Mobile Network Operator/MVNO

29%

Consultancy/Integrator

21%

Vendor

14%

Other

13%

6G will largely deliver what 5G has promised
but failed to deliver

22%

6G will likely provide incremental
improvement on all dimensions over what 5G
can offer

49%

25%

5%

Fixed or Cable Operator/Internet Service
Provider

12%

In selected domains the next generation
mobile technology will offer fundamentally
different solutions

Government/Regulator/Authority

6%

It won't differ too much from 5G

Cloud/Web Services/OTT

2%

Enterprise User

2%

Value-Added Reseller (VAR)

1%

Media/Entertainment

1%
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First commercial service will go live by 2028
(eight years after 5G went live)

44%

First commercial service will go live by 2030
(ten years after 5G went live)

39%

Commercial services will go live well before
the end of the decade

7%

Commercial services won't go live until early
2030s

9%

Q9: What technology will be the most fundamental differentiator
between 6G and 5G?
Use of much higher frequencies up to THz

28%

Radically different network architecture,
e.g. cell-free massive MIMO, smart radio
environment

39%

Massively increased number of connected
devices in a geographic cube, the so-called
Internet of Everything

31%

Other

3%
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Survey Data...cont'd
Q10: When designing the 6G radio network, which of the following could
be the biggest engineering challenge to overcome?
Scalable power control in cell-free massive
MIMO

22%

Exceedingly high computing demand on
CPUs in distributed cell-free massive MIMO
network

40%

Sub-optimal trade-off between hardware
complexity and radiation performance of
intelligent reflective metasurface

30%

Other

7%

Q11: Which of the following is likely to pose the biggest signal
processing challenge in 6G?
High data-rates in high mobility use scenarios
Ultra-low latency requirements for
substantially shortened transmission intervals

13%
28%

The massively large number of parameters
to be processed in real-time manner, as a
consequence of the scaling up of antennas,
access points, users, and devices

58%

Other

1%

Q12: How do you see the trend to RAN-core convergence in 6G?
RAN-core convergence is primarily driven by
the need to move the core closer to RAN for
low latency service

39%

RAN-core convergence is primarily driven by
the need to make the RAN more centralised
towards the cloud

28%

RAN-core convergence is more prominent
in special use cases, e.g. hyper specialised
network slicing

21%

The trend to RAN-core convergence is being
exaggerated

12%

Q13: W
 hich of the following is the most promising replacement for
silicon when communication moves to THz frequency bands?
Graphene

23%

Glass interposers

9%

Other alternative materials

24%

Silicon will be here to stay; we just need new
integrated circuit logic to replace CMOS
technology

38%

Other

6%
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Q14: W
 hat will be the biggest challenge when developing 6G customer
devices (e.g. smartphones, CPEs)?
New wireless technologies on higher
frequency bands

23%

New communication technologies in cell-free
decentralised network architecture

28%

New semiconductor technologies

11%

Lack of breakthrough in battery technologies
to support high power-consuming devices

37%

Other

2%

Q15: What are your preferred sources to find the latest information on
6G and other cutting-edge technologies?
Tech news sites and blogs

73%

Scholarly journals and trade publications

46%

Conferences and trade shows (including
virtual, physical, and hybrid events)

53%
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ABOUT

Telecoms.com Intelligence, the industry analysis arm of
Telecoms.com, works closely with its partners to provide
deep research and create educational services on the
key topics shaping the industry today. A consultative and
collaborative approach with our intelligence team ensures
the creation of truly unique content, highly regarded by the
industry. Our services combine statistical analysis and broad
industry knowledge to effectively deliver insight and analysis
through webinars, survey reports, white papers and more.
Learn more about our services at telecoms.com/aboutintelligence.
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